


ROMANS 12:1
Therefore, I urge you, brothers and 

sisters, in view of God’s mercy [Gospel 
Belief] , to offer your bodies as a living 

sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God—this is 
your true and proper worship.

[Gospel Practice]



ROMANS 12:2
Do not conform to the pattern of this 

world, but be transformed [Gospel 
Practice] by the renewing of your 

mind. [Gospel Belief]



ROMANS 12:2
Then you will be able to test and 
approve what God’s will is —his 
good, pleasing and perfect will. 

[Gospel Belief and Practice]
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RESET 
Your Journey with 

Jesus



RESET YOUR MOTIVATIONS 
v.1a Therefore, I urge 

you, brothers and sisters… 



RESET YOUR MOTIVATIONS 
v.1a in view of God’s mercy 



I Obey, 
Therefore I’m 

Accepted.



THE GOSPEL
I’m accepted, 

Therefore I obey.



Reset Your Aim 
v.1b to offer your bodies as a 

living sacrifice, holy and pleasing 
to God—this is your true and 

proper worship.



C.T. Studd



C.T. Studd
“If Jesus Christ be God 
and died for me, then 
no sacrifice can be too 
great for me to make 

for him.”



Reset Your Methods v.2a Do 
not conform to the pattern of 

this world, but be transformed 
by the renewing of your mind.



Reset Your Methods 
Don't let the world squeeze 

you into its own mold.
-Phillips Translation
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Reset Your Methods v.2a Do 
not conform to the pattern of 

this world, but be transformed 
by the renewing of your mind.
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What’s in your coconut?



"If you cling to your life, 
you will lose it. But if you 
give it up for me, you will 

find it.”
-Jesus
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